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Actors on Stage: Sketching Characters on the Street

Try to see the most basic Head Shape.
The SILHOUETTE of the skull. Ask
yourself is the face square / oval / heart
shaped? Look at the angle of the jaw and
width across the eyes.
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To draw the SKULL look for Anchor Points:
The ear > highest point of the forehead > corner of
jaw > tip of chin. The eyes and nose will simply fit
into place, if the silhouette is correct.
photo reference : flickr.com/haddadi

Hair Shape often drapes like fabric over
the skull. Look for a part, or bangs to draw.
Look for where hair sits on shoulders.

Sketching A Profile: Look
for the next anchor points.
How far does the “muzzle”
project past the forehead?
How long is the nose?

Hair is glossy - it has a reflection on the
upper surface - like water.

photo reference : flickr.com/johnragai

EX:1 HEAD SHAPE + HAIR SHAPE = PORTRAIT

SECOND! Hair Shape:
Hats are just as good as
hair - it’s about the big
shapes.
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Don’t Draw Features - Draw Shadows:
Eyes, nose, and mouth are not separate objects,
they are just cast shadows on the head. Unify
features with the planes of the head.
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photo reference : flickr.com/madgalenaroeseler

FIRST! Head Shape:
Anchor Points of Skull
- Ear > Chin > Cheekbone > Forehead

photo reference : flickr.com/pedrosimoes7
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photo reference : flickr.com/johnragai
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Reinforce Shadows with Darks:
Use the brush pen for dark accents - but don’t
overdo it - you can add mid-tones later with
watercolor.

Carry a small book everywhere:
See if you can make a few Head
Shape / Hair Shape sketches
every day.
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photo reference : flickr.com/globetrotteri
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When sketching characters on the
street, you have to get the story as
fast as possible! Sketch the head
shape - then IMMEDIATELY estimate
the position of the hands.
Actors on Stage: Sketching Characters on the Street

EX:2 HEAD+HANDS+STUFF = STORYTELLING

Go straight to the story: WHO are they?
and WHAT are they doing?
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You may have proportion problems at first. Don’t worry!
Estimating the position of hands becomes instinctive
with some practice.
It’s worth it to study this - better to have some weird
drawings occasionally - than miss the story because you
can’t sketch it fast enough.

photo reference : flickr.com/rovingeye365

It’s OK to sketch three pairs of hands,
or make a figure too short, or even
draw the subject three times! I often
work on loose paper and make multiple ‘false starts’ before pulling off a
figure. After a little practice, you’ll get
them 7 out of 10 times :)
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If your actor moves, move with them and keep
drawing. You’ve locked the pose because you
have the hands. Just fill in the details. If they leave,
either finish from memory, or use someone else to
add details you need. Glasses, Bags, Shoes - all easy
things to get from someone else.

photo reference : flickr.com/mtaphotos

Sketch the face last! If you have the
head/hair shape - the eyes and nose
can come from memory.

Actors on Stage: A Cast of Thousands

EX:3 Sketching a Crowd: ROW OF HEADS + MOVING LIMBS
FIRST! Make a Row of Heads:
A crowd of people often looks
like a single shape - heads are
often all you can see.
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Sketch quickly! A continuous moving line. Get
the general number of
people in a few seconds.

These are just
Head Shape /
Hair Shape
sketches - but
very simple
versions.
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SECOND! Add Moving Limbs:
Even though your heads have probably
moved on - just add arms and legs from
new people. Don’t try to count the correct
numbers of limbs - nobody can tell. The
‘collage’ effect of unfinished lines creates a
sense of movement.

photo reference : flickr.com/garryknight
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Finish off with Darks or Color Blocks:
Break up the mass of the crowd with some
dark accents. There are always bags and
coats, or dark hair. Select a few of these to
break up the crowd shape into individuals.
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Make a Row of Heads
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Add Moving Limbs

photo reference : flickr.com/nicksie2008
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Finish off with Darks or Color Blocks:
And of course, you can add in the city!

Thanks for reading! Please stop by my blog CitizenSketcher.com for more free downloadable exercises, as well as a discount on my craftsy.com classes, Sketching People in Motion
and Travel Sketching in Mixed Media. I’m also the author of The Urban Sketcher: Techniques for Seeing and Drawing on Location, from North Light Books and Amazon.com.

